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And after several days of relatively active use, my own data can
only attest to the fact that I havent actually been using it. I went
in at a good weight, and was hoping to lose some of that and eat
better, and so far it seems like Im doing both. My weight is down
about 8 pounds (I have a private Facebook page with my stats on
the side so that I can share things like that) and Im really looking
forward to continuing that downward trend. Maintain that as long

as possible. Its tough to keep anything going, but I hope to
maintain my weight with a few brisk walks a day (or forays to

replace things like ramen (I prefer instant)) as well as continuing
that search for what might be the perfect gels for my needs. While
Im not actively thinking about it, thinking about it means its going

to happen. As you know, I'm a gadget hound. There is just no
stopping me from gobbling up any and every USB gadget I can get

my hands on. This next USB gadget is the sort of device that's
going to make me a true geek. It's the 3D USB Stick, otherwise
known as a Bloggie! This tiny USB gadget creates a video that's

actually an entirely new medium all by itself. With Bloggies
ultimate technology, you can literally flip a switch on your

television and suddenly you've got a link to the next Bloggie
video. Without a Bloggie, your wacky farting, impromptu videos
just don't have the same impact. And it only takes a Bloggie. No
cable, no long wires, just plug it in and record away. This little
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device can fit into the palm of your hand. There is simply no other
USB gadget on the market that can produce the Bloggie effect.
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Yep, it's a Ford Flex, but not just a Ford Flex. The first ever Flex
was just sold in June 2000, the second in August 2002, and the

third in November 2003. The Flex is essentially a practical family
van, ideal for folks who want 3 or 4 rows of seats with room for

tons of gear and cargo. The Flex not only has a rear seat DVD, but
it actually has a nice fairly space-efficient dash with plenty of

room for a cassette player, car stereo, and an AM radio. The whole
package is enough to make a person feel as if their shopping cart

was permanently attached. This is the most detailed view. The
Flex has a dedicated power sliding door that folds out on the side.
We use it a lot. In fact, it is almost always in use. My shoes, suit
jacket, and belt are laying atop the van driver's side seat. You'd

think I would be less conspicuous that way, but you just know that
someone would have thought to pull over, dig around, and be a
hero. Anyway, so the Flex was actually a really nice vehicle to

move over the weekend. Obviously we have the Flex primarily for
the long-term, but when we have to move a lot of stuff, we like it.

It's easy to load in stuff to take, and not so hard to empty out
when we are ready to leave. Surprisingly, it makes sense since its
a fitness band that is used for general health tracking on fitness
walks/runs. Just like 'normal' people, I wanted to set the watch to
the right time automatically, and possibly every hour or so, but

the time / date isnt even predictable withing the time zones, so I
didnt bother. Again, once I got the task of actually making the
watch smart I started looking into possible options. And thats

when I ran into the big issues, namely smart watch OS for
Android. I was able to download the app, open it and find it useful,

but I was disappointed in just how bad it was. As a new Android
platform, it's just not there yet. 5ec8ef588b
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